Motor vehicles are a significant source of pollution that can damage the environment and pose health risk. Under the Environmental Protection and Management (Vehicular Emissions) Regulations, it is an offence to leave the vehicle engine running when it is stationary for reasons other than traffic conditions. Errant motorists will be liable to a compound fine or a court fine not exceeding $5,000.

Should you spot vehicles with idling engines, you are encouraged to report them to NEA, with details such as vehicle registration number, location, date and time of the incident via the following platforms below:

NEA HOTLINE: 1800-CALL-NEA (1800-2255-632)
Email: Contact_NEA@nea.gov.sg
IOS/Android: myENV application
Online Feedback Form at www.nea.gov.sg

Turn Off Idling Vehicle Engines
For a Clean and Safe Environment
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EXEMPTIONS UNDER THE LAW

Vehicles with on-board machinery such as concrete mixers, mobile cranes, chiller trucks etc

Taxis and buses in a queue

Enforcement/Emergency Vehicles

---

PROBLEMS CAUSED BY IDLING ENGINE

Wastage of fuel and unnecessary pollution to the environment

Emits more pollutants which are harmful to health

Pose fumes nuisance to nearby residents